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Introduction

Speakers' referential management in discourse has been vigorously investigated by
functional gmnmmians. That is, they analyw how speakers choose either full noun phrases
(her& Ws)or pronominaIs, such as pronouns, a9d zero anaphora in their speech. In this
paper, zero amphora refers to the non-use of a referential expression, either in the subject or
object position, whose referent is potentially recovefable b&
on prior
the
context of the cowersation, or general knowledge (Williams, 1988).
As Shibatrtni (1990) states, Japanese is highly eIliptical in boa speech and writing
when compared to English. Consider the following example in Japanese:
(1)

k XCinoo 0 yuuhan aani tabeta?
'What did ~ O U eat
] for dinner?'
B: 0 sakana o tabeta na.
'(I
ate
)fish,'

In (I), neither A nor B expresses a subject pronoun; ym and I are implicit, but the referent of
each pronoun is recoverable from the context. However, the sentences in (1) would be
ungrammatid if pronouns containing similar meaning were to be omitted in English. Such
ellipsis has been frequently observed in Japanese.
There have been several kinds of models offered to account for the management of
refmntial expressions. Some researchers argue for the distandrmncy model, which
claims that the efficacy sf such management mainly depends on how recently the refkrent of
an NP was expressed in previous clauses regardless of referential form. Fox example, Ends
he earliervmionofthispaperwasoriginally writtenas a mpqxrfot JPN 512 and p-ted
at the 1993
S L d r s p r i a g c o I 1 ~ s e r i e s a t t h e U n i v ~ o f A r i u Y aIad d l i k e t o t h a a k h f i x m r OneTsuyoshiof
East Asian Wes at the U m d t y of t4rimna, &tors of the SLAT working papem Ktrmi Kogme, and t6e
p m i u of
~ the 0011oqaimn for their helpful commem and suggestions on earlier ~ O I I of
S this p a p , I
aZsomuldlilretothanktheparticipmtsoftMsstudy. ~ ~ m y t h s n r k s g o t o J e d T M i d d l e t ~ l l f o r p m o ~
~ e a r f i e r d o n d S a r a h L o ~ f o r p r o o ~ g t h e f r n a l ~ m o f t h e dAllem~sarensyown.
raR
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(1983) has emmilxed three kinds of data: 1) a stylized retelling of a Japanese folktale; 2) a
semi-structured interview involving two females; and 3) a relaxed amversation between two
males. He found that the more the same topic extends continuously over numerous clauses,
the more likely a zero anaphora a
1be chosen for the topic in Japanese. CIancy (1980), who
looked at the matives English and Japanese native speakers produced after seeing the film
called Pear Stay, found &it as the distance from the last mention of a referent increased,
speakers increasingly tended to select a Ml'NP inboth languages.
In contrast, researchers have also frequently mhhd the episode boundary moder
(Chafe, 1994; Clancy, 1980; Fox, 1987; Givdn, 1983; Hinds, 1983, 1984; Kintsch, 1983;
Tomlin, 1987; Todin & Pu, 1991;wtfl Dijk, 1982; vsrn Dijk & Saul, 1986). According to
this model, speakers depend., to a large extent, on an episode boundary, whether they we
using an NP, a pronoun, or a zero amphora Here, an episode has been defined based on one
of the foll~wingm a perspectives: memory status or the introduction of a new character in
s p a h . Ia the former it L at an episode b m d q that the limited capacity of working
memory d f ~ itself.
s Thus, the speaker tends to use a fill NP at the beginning of an
episode in order to enable listeners to activate the referent in their memory. In the latter
perspective, similarly, it is at m episode boundary that a new character tends to be
introduced; this induces the speaker to use a full EcTP for the character.
Several researchers kave ernpiridy tested this model. In one such study, Saul (1986)
asked 20 native speakers of Japanese to tell a well-known f o M e called Momotmo while
Ioo36ng at a set of pic$ues. She fouxld that a full M9 tended to be used to r& to the first
mention of a ckactm at a picture boundary (i.e., an episode boundary); rherder a less
expIicit referential form, such as a pronoun or a zero amphora, tended to be used. Tomlin's
(1987) experiment yielded a result similar to Saul's (1986): he looked at the minatives of 40
native speakers of English and found that the referent mentioned for the first time after an
episode boundary was mostly coded by NPs. The refbents previously mentioned within an
episode boundary were usually found to be coded by pronouns. Later,To* and l?u (1991)
looked at Mandarin discourse from within a h e w o r k of memory limitation by precisely
fbPlawing Tomlin's procedure. They found that speakers tended to use a fidlNP as a referent
when they believed that the referent was not yet activated in the hearer's memory, while a
pronominal was used as a refmeat when the speaker belimed that the refkreet bad been
activated in the hearer's memory.
The present study focuses on the referential management of Japanese by second
language (JSL) learners. I utilize both the distmcdrecency model and the episode boundary
model to identify the similarities and differences between the referential management of JSL
Iearners and that of native speakers of Japanese. More qiecifically, the narrative production
data of four advanced JSL learners are compared to those of two native speakers of Japanese
in terms of the choice of NPs and zero amphora. Based on the data, we learned that
advanced JSL l m e r s used NPs and zero maphonr in a m
e
t similar to that of native
Japanese speakers based on either the distance betweeg the two identical referents, or the
episode boundary. However, this study aIso points to some of the differences betweea the
two groups af speakers: Within an episode, JSL learners used NPs more often than native
Japanese speakers, while native Japanese: speakers produd zero anaphora more often than
JSL learners at the episode boundary. I argue that these differences are related to the relative
Japanese language:processing, abilities ofthe two groups of subjects.
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Previous second laneua~eatamisition (SLA) studies in referential miea~ement
Several studies have been conducted concerning the similarities and differences
between both native speakers' and J-2 leaf~ers'refmedal choices in discourse (e.g., Appel
& Goldberg, 1984; Polio, 1995 for normative speakers of Chinese; S d i , 1997; Tomlin,
1990; Williams, 1988 for EWEFL learners; Watanabe, 1984; Yaagimachi, 1996, for JSL
learners). Some rese~~~chers
have found similarities in referential choice between the two
groups. For example, AppeI and Goldberg (1984) looked at how nine German I m e r s of
English as a foreign language (EEIL) referred to the major character of a folkt.de in the
subject position of their narratives.' They found that the EFL learners used pronouns and
NPs like native English speakers. Pronow and NPs were based on the distance between the
two identid referents, the episode boundary, and other hctors. Watanabe (1984) looked at
how JSL learners chose rderential expressions at the subject position in telling a personal
history. She asked six JSL learners of varying proficiency levels to tell their personal history
in Japanese axld argued that they used zero anaphora in a similar manner ta that of native
speakers. Even the least proficient JSL learner used zero anaphora based on how predictable
the current referent in the discourse was. Yanagimachi (1996) used a retelling task (a twominute silent animation video clip) to look at the developmental sequence of the referential
management of JSL learners based on four levels of proficiency, novice to advanced. He
found that although there were some individual differences in the manner of referential
management, ovcxalI, management methods rcnained very similar to that of native Japanese
speakers.
Others have focused on differences between L2 leaners and native speakers in the
management of referential choice. Tomlin (1990) looked at the data produced by 30
advanced learners of English as a Second Language (ESL) in an on-line narrative production
task and hund differences in narrative production between ESL learners and native English
speakkrs: the ESL learners exc1usively used N P s in their narrative productions, regardless of
the distance between the two identiad referents. Similarly, Polio (1995) studied Chinese
l m a s whose native languages were English and Japanese. In the three levels of
proficiency analyzed, all used Ws more ftquently than native Chinese speakers. There are
still few SLA studies in which researchers utilize both the d i s t a n d m n ~ ymodel and the
episode boundary model in order to investigate the r&ential management ofL2 learners.
' 3 3 s study attempts to close that gap.
The Present Research
Subiects
A total of six subjects participated in the study: four mde JSL learners who are
enrolled in a f~urtb-~ear~a~apsnese
&ding class at an American university, one female
English-Japanese bilingual student enrolled in the same class, and one femaIe native speaker
of Japanese. Table I describes the subjects' years of experience in learning Japanese, and
their time spent in Japan.
As shown in Table 1, the learning experience of each subject ranges from two years
and seven months to more than 20 years. All the subjects lived in Japan with a Japanese
family for at h s t one month. During that time they were exposed to Japanese inpute2Note
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that 1treat subject E as a native speaker.

Procdurg
The subjects were asked to describe 21. individual h n e s in a picture book called Frog
in Winter by Velthuijs (1992). In the story, a frog, the main character, walks around one cold
winter day meeting his friends, a goose, a pig, and a rabbit. This book was chosen for its
clear and simple story line. In addition, more than one character appears in some pictures.
This provides the opportunity for the use of a number ofrekential strategies.
Xa. order to manipulate the episode boundary, I detached each picture from the book and
created three conditions. Tfre following diagrams illustrate my procedure.
Condition One: I showed one picture at a t h e . The episode boundary was at both
sides ofthe picture.
Episode boundary3
e p i s o d e boundary

(a)

I

1

(b) Condition Two: I showed two pictures canmently. Here the episode boundary
was at the left side of the left picture and the right side of the right picture.
Episode
Episode
+boundary
Bomdary3
(c) Condition Three: I did not

all. In this case, narrators decided the

episode boundary, if any.
I asked each subject to n m t e the story four times, in sequence. In the fist two
In the
instances, the subjects viewed the pictures one by one, as shown in Condition
third instance they saw the pictures two pages as &time, as shown in Condition Two. In the
last condition they were asked to narrate the story without looking at the pictures. In
Condition Three, the position of the episode boundary was left to the narrator. For this
paper, I used the data from the first condition alone.
During the experiment, I showed the pictures one by one, piling them on top of eaeh
other so the subjects would not be distracted. I moved on to each picture consecutively, and
showed the next one when the subjects became silent and looked at me. Their narratives
were tape-recorded and later transcribed for analysis.
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Units for analvsis
Based on Saul (19861,I categorized the referential expressions in this study in the
following manner:
1. Singular fir11 NPs:
hem 'cog'; a k i n 'goose'; butu 'pig'; and usa;gi 'rabbit'
2. Plural NPs:
k m to am@ ' h g and rabbit'; umgi to httr 'rabbit and pig'; htu to ahim 'pig
and goose'; buta $0
to akirtr 'pig, rabbit, and goose'; and buta to u a g i to
d i m to hem 'pig, rabbit, goose, and fiog"
3. Quansed dehite now:

m r ' m 'everyone'
4. Zero amphora related to the three descriptions above

To d&&e
whether or not speakers chose refaential expressions based on a
ramcy/distance model, I divided all of the transcriptions into clauses, which are defined as
units including one predicate and its argumeuts. Then I counted the number of clause
boundaries that appeared between two expressions of the same referent folbwing Clancy
(1980). Note that I use the tam dstance or referendial distance in referring to the number of
c h s e boundaries. For tfie above referential expressions I looked at the subject position, tbe
object position, and obliques. Consider the fobwing example:

18

JSL learner A: Episode 17/18
ano kaeru wa byooki ni natta Iflitai dew kdo/ sono buta to an0 ah'mwa suupu o
8 tsukette agemashita.
'Though that &og seemed to get ill, the pig and that goose cooked soup (for the
frog). '
ima sono buta to usagi to ano ahiru wa moo= sono h e m no mendoo o rniteru
mitai dew.
'Now, the pig, the rabbita and that goose seem, well, to be taking m e of the
hg.'

In (2), episode 17 was divided into two clauses (represented by the slash), while episode 18
consisted of one clause. The distance of hem 'frog' in episode 17 was counted as one,
became ~ T 'frog'
U had been mentioned one clause befbre the present dause (i.e., episode
I6 which is not shown here). In the second clause of episode 17, the oblique case, hem d,
&
' r the frog' was unexpressed, i.e., 0,I also counted this as 1 because in this instance k e r n
refers to the B a r n found in the clause prior to this one. Following Hinds' (1983) convention,
the subject of episode 18, sono 6uta to urn@ to mto d i m 'the pig, the rabbit, and that
goose' was arbitrarily counted as 29 since this was the first mentioned NP.
There were also some instances in which the referential distance was counted as zero in
the data. Consider the following example:
3)

JSL leama A: Episode 16
a ima sono buta to ano u- us@
0 hakotldeimasu.
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now, the pig, that rabbit, and the goose, all together, surround the frog,
the frog.'

In (3), JSL lamer A repeated the same W heru 'frog' fbr same reason. I counted the
second k e n 'frog' as being zero in terms of referential distance, as both instances appeared
in the s m e clause. ks for the effect of episode boundary on referential choice, I used the
notion ofhits and misses as defined by To&
(1 987, pp. 4 6 2 4 3 ) :
Hits: Ifthe referents mentioned for the first time &a an episode bou~daryare
coded by NPs or if the referents previously mentioned witbin an episode
boundary are coded by zero ~naphopa,they are counted as hits.
Misses: Ifthe regrents mentioned for the first time after an episode boundary
are coded by zero amphora or if the referents previously mentioned within an
episode boundary are eoded by NPs, they are counted as misses.
As stated previously, I considered each picture as possessing episode boundaries. This meant
that thme were 21 arbitrarily created episode boundaries in this s&.~dy. Consider the
following example:
(4)

JSL learner B:Episode 14
de mooichi do lraeru ga yoru mitai ni &to ie h a dete etto yuki ga futteite etto
h e m ga totemo samusoo desu.
' A d once again, tbe h g went out, probably at night, an$ it was snowing, and
well, the fiog looks freezing.'

In (4) the first kaem 'fiog' was considered a hit because this NP was its f m t occurrence in
the episode 14, but the second kaew 'frog' was comidered a miss, Mause this NP was its
second mentioning within episode 14.
Analysis
@imilaritiesand differences based on the distancelrecencv model
1 found that the JSL learners and the native speakers in this study used NPs and zero
amphora in a similar manner. For the most part, both JSL learners and native speakers of
Japanese seemed to use NPs and zero anaphora based on referentid distance. Table 2 shows
how the four JSL learners and two native speakers used zero amphora in their narrative
production based on the distance/recency model:
2. Use of Zero Amphora

I # of clause
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In Table 2 percentages as well as the actual number of zero amphora used by the four JSL
Ieamm and two native speakers is shown. Note that a total of 57 anaphora and s total of55
amphora appeared in the narratives of the JSL h e r s and native speakers respectively.
As illustrated in Table 2 the most .frequent use of zero anaphora by both sets of
speakers occurred within one clause boundary between twa mentions of the same ref-.
Furthermore, for the first three cIausq consider that the JSL learners used 95.5 % of total
zero anaphora while the native speakers were found to utilize 96.4 % of total zero anaphora.
Table 3 shows how four JSL leaners and two native speakers used NPs in their
narrative production, based m the distandrecency model. Note that the JSL learners used a
total of 158 PSPs and the native speakers used a total of 62 Ws in their narratives:
Table 3.

use
# of clause
0

-

4.4% (7/1558\

Table 3 shows similar tendencies regarding the use of NPs by JSL learners and native
speakers. The most frequent use of full NPs by both types of speakers ocmed w i t h i one
clause boundary. Agaia, for the first three clauses, the JSL learners utilized 60.8% of their
tdal N P s , while the native speakers used 59.8 % of their total NPs. Similarly, looking at the
final sets, the ISL leaners used 29.8 % of N P s when the two referents were more than nine
clauses apart, while the native speakers used 32.3 %. However, Table 3 illustrates some of
the differences in the use of NPs between the two types of speakers. That is, the number of
NPs r
r
dby JSL learners is twice that of the native speakers: The JSL Ieamers used 158 full
Ws, while the native speakers used 62 full Ms. ThiE is worth mentioning, shce it
seemingly contradicts the fact that the number of zero anaphora used by both sets of speakers
was, in fact, about the same,
Table 3 also seems to indicate that the distancelrece:ncy mode1 cannot explain the use
of NPs by either the JSL learners or the native speakers. bcall that the most frequent use of
MPs ocmmed at a distance of one clause, which is a very short distance. However, in the
distance/rewncy model, the closer the two identical referents are found, the more often zero
amphora, and not a full NP,t d s to be used. The data appear to contradict this prediction,
as pointed out in previous studies. As a result, t,model alone cannot describe the
referential cfioice in this discourse.
SWadties and Differences Based on the Enisode Boundarv Thearv
RecaI1 that the episode boundary model predicts that 1 I 1 N P s appear when they are
mentioned for the first time, i,e., at the episode boundary. A hit, then, according to this
theary, means that an W z e r o anaphor is used, whereas a miss indicates that the appearance
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of an W e r o aaaphor carmot be explained on the basis of this theory. Table 4 shows the
bits and misses by the JSL learners and native speakers in this study:
Table 4. Hits and Misses

In Table 4 the frequencies, as well as the actual numbers of oeamace of hits and misses, are
shown. For a m p l e the JSL leaners p r o d u d a totd number of 189 bits out of 217
referentid expressions; they used zero amphora and NPs based on the episode boundary
model 87.1 % ofthe time. On, the other hand the table dso shows that the JSL learners, out
of 217 referentid expressions, produced a total number of 28 misses. This means that they
used zero anaphora and NPs in a manner not based on the episode boundary made1 12.9 % of
the time.
As shown in Table 4 both the JSL learners and the native speakers in this study
displayed very similar patterns regard'% hits; they seemed to use zero anaphora and NPs
based on the episode boundary for most of the cases. An average of 83.6 % of total N P s and
zero anaphora occurs at an episode boundary or within an episode. However, the table also
shows that the native speakers produced misses more frequently than the JSL learners 20.0% for native: speakers and 12.9 % for JSL leaners. These misses are analyzed further in
the following section.

Cornaarison of Misses
Here, a close look at the misses produced by the JSL l m e r s and the native Japanese
speakers reveals that there are some differences between the twO groups of subjects. Table 5
shows the misses divided into two categories: inter-episode misses and intra-episode misses.
Based on Saul (T986), I define these two misses as follows:
The inter-episode miss is defined as a miss made by speakers when they use a zero
anaphor in the episode boundary for the drst time;
* The intra-episode miss is defined as a miss made by speakers when they use an NP witbin
one episode after the first mention of the same refment.
This distinction helps to determine the types of mistakes which my subjects made. Consider
the following table:

inter-episode zero anapbora
intra-episcldeNP

"

5/28 (17.9%)
23/28 (82,1%)

17/23 (74.09/0)

6/23(26.00?)

As shown in Table 5 the JSL learners produced intra-episode Ws more often than the
native speakers 82.1 % for the JSL learners and 26.0 % for the native speakers. The table
also shows that the native speakers produced inter-episode zero anaphora more often than the
JSL learners 74.0 % for native speakers and 17.9 % for JSL learners. Thus, the pattern is
coml;rletely apposite fbr the two sets of speakers. The probabJe causes of these diRerences
are explained in the following sections.

-

-
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AnaIvsis of Intra-episode NBs
The use of intra-episode NPs was induced for: I) repair, after non-narrative comments;
2) ambiguity resolution, and 3) the avoidance of complex sentences. Repair is defined as
"correction by the speaker of that which is being self-corrected" (Schegloff, Jefferson, &
Sacks, 1977). Seven NPs used by the JSL learners and three N P s used by the native speakers
fall into this category. Consider the following example:
(5)

JSL learner D: Episode five
un ahim, kono ahiru wa, sukeeting shite- shiteimasu.
'Yes, a goose, this goose, is doing skating.'

In (51, JSE learner D said ahim 'goose' twice. The purpose of this is to define 'this goose'
rather than any other goose by adding kono "is', which is a function of repair.
Non-narrative comments refer to the personal comments of the narrator. It shows
conhation, an opinion, and so on. Four intra-episode N P s used by the JSL learners and
two intra-episode N P s used by the native speakers appeared aRer non-narrative comments.
Consider the following example:
( 6 ) Native speaker F: Episode one

kore wa beru san desu ne. kaeru san wa soshite beddo ni suwarikomimashita.
'This is a frog, isn't this? And the frog sat on the bed.'

In (6) native speaker F used an intra-episode NP kaem 'fiog' after making a non-narrative
comment, which was a confirmation of a picture. Ambiguity resolution is when a narrator
finds that something which was said might create ambiguity and resolves the problem by
defining the subject, using a full NP (Tomlin, 1987). Five of the intra-episode NPs used by
JSL learners and one of the intra-episode NPs used by the native speakers were the result of
ambiguity resolution. In the following example, note that the subject of the first clause is
kaeru 'frog'.
(7)

Native speaker E: Episode eight
kondo wa 0 chigau tokoro de, moo, yuki no ue aruitete buta san ni atte buta san
ga nanika kaeru san ni itte m s u nanka.
'Thistime, (the frog) is walking on the snow and came across with a pig, and the
pig seems to be saying something to the frog.'

In (7), native speaker E used ibuda 'pig'twice; she used this in, both the first clause and the
second clause. Here, busa 'pig' is the new subject. There are now two subjects in the second
clause, and the narrator had to state buta 'pig' in order to show that the subject that she was
talking about was indeed buta and not kaeru 'frog.' Otherwise, the subject of the second
clause might be understood as being the same subject which was expressed as a zero anaphor
in the fist clause, that being hem 'frog.'
The JSL learners also used intr-episode N P s in order to avoid complex sentences.
That is, they broke up a complex sentence into two simple sentences, and they used a full NP
in each of these simple sentences. Seven intra-episode NPs used by the JSL learners were a
result of this.
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(8)

JSL learner C:Episode ten
to juuban me wa sono kaeru wa etto usagi o mkeru. Sono usagi ga hashitteru n
deal.
'And in the tenth (picture), the f bis,~well, looking at the rabbit. The rabbit is
luming.'

-

In (a), JSL learner C added mother m t i o n for episode ten after giving one m t i o n sono
hem w a efdo
o mitem 'the frog is, well, looking at the rabbit.' In contrast, a native
speaker produced the following example:
(9) Native speaker E:Episode ten
.,, ano genki na usagi km moo hashittesu tokoro o kam ga Pnitemnsu.
'...well, the frog is seeing the cheerful rabbit mming.'

Here, we see that native speaker E has merged two simple sentenms: "A rabbit is cheerhlly
&g"
and "A h g is looking at the rabbit." ClearIy only JSL learnm showed this pattern
in (8) because they were not proficient enough in Japanese to produce modifier clauses.
Hence their strategy was to break up a sentence into two simple sentences and use full NPs
each time in order to convey the meaning clearly. I found that only the two native speakers
in this study used zero amphora at the same episode boundaries (see Table 2). In episodes
two and four especidly, one character appeased in the sequence. Consider the following
example:
(10) Native speaker F: Episode two
E kure wa asa kana, ano Irumottette, ano 0 mado akete, tori g,a irukara...
'Well, this may be [the scene of] the morning. Well, it is cloudy, and well, ['the
h g ] opened the doorI md there is a bird ...

In (10) native speaker F used a zero amphora for k e r u 'frog', which is a first-mentioned
referent in episode two. In other words, in spite of the episude b a u n d q F used a zero
amphora instead of a full NP to refer to the first-mentioned referent. None of the JSL
learners produced such an inter-episode zero anaphor except for subject D,who did so in a
manner similar to that of the native speakers between episodes two and three. This would
indicate that the JSL learners were more constrained by an induced boundary (picture
boundary). In other words, their p e x f b m c e was due to the cognitive limitation that the JSL
learners f d : they could not examine b e broader stozy structure because of the difficulty of
dealing with the task right in fbnt of them, using a second language. On the uther hand, the
native speakers were able to look at nahual discourse boundaries; they easily grasped the
flow of the story as we11 as the natural story boundaries.
Conclusion

I have found that JSL learners and native Japanese speakers chose referential
expressions similarly when considered in terms of the distaace/recency model and tfie
episode boundary model. Both groups seemed to base their referential choice--a full NP or
zero amphora-on the following three factors: the distance between the t w ~identicd
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referents; the episode at which a aew referent is introduced, and the hearer's memory
limitations. I also found some differences between the narratives of the JSL leaners and
those of the native speakers. First, as pointed out in previous studies (Fakhri, 1989; Poiis,
1995; T d i n , 19901, JSL learners used Ws more often than native speakers. Todin (I 990)
specdated that the exclusive use of nominal NPs by L2 learners was part of a general
comunjaive stratw to ensure coherent and complete understanding. In a similar way
Fakhri (1989) f w d that L2 learners of French increprsingly used structurally marked
elements such as N P s aad avoided unmasked elements such as zero amphora as the period
after completing a French class got longer, He speculated that it might be related to a
m d d v e strategy to avoid ambiguity in a sentence. Polio (1995), who supports
Fakhri's view, argues that the reasan they used NPs where the usage of pronouns was
required was that it better allowed than and their interlocutors to keep track of refaants in a
clear mannerA close investigation of the types of misses which were made by JSL learners and the
native speakers further suggests that the reason JSL leama used NPs more often than the
native speakers is related to the learners' processing/coe;nitive constraints. There was one
coditition for the produdon of the intra-episode NP which was only observed in JSL
learners: JSL leaners produced the intra-episode Ws after giving non-narrative comments.
In contrast, only the native speakers produced inter-episode zero anaphara in episode
boufldaries if the same character reoccurred. These findings highlight the differences
between their language processing abilities. The JSL learners could not produce complex
sentences such as those which include subordinate structures because of their limited
language processing abilities in an L2, For the very same -on, they could not recognize
natural episode boundaries which were hidden among pictures in the same way as the native
Japanese subjects did.
I will conclude by stating some points that should be refined in fhture studies:
Depending on the length of the time for the observation, the subjects had a chance to add
mother mation to the picture. It seems that by controllhg time, diierent results might be
produced. Smnd, more subjects for each group are needed to generalize the results. Third,
future studies might consider including other levels of JSL learners to discover haw these
learxlers develop their referential ramagemet ability in Japanese discourse. Finally, there is
a possibility that the distancxdrecency model and the episode boundary model represent a
universal tendency of referential management strategies (Givbn, 1983). Further studies will
carrobate whether this tendency of referential management is common to both native
speakers and L2 leaners.
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Notes
I.

T h y mmtedthe American Jlzdianfolktale,The lonesome Opsmm, in En&&.

2.

Acco~torhec~~ctor,~~fourde~ooddbe~ydivi~intotwop~psmterms
oftheir current piicienqy lev& that is, A and B were more proficient than C and D.
T6e~nthatI~thesubjectsthepic~esonebyoneinthefirsttwooowsiomisasf~ollows:I
predicted that the rmbjects w d d have dZlicult time mimating the story for the first rime, so I decided to
ask them to do it twice. I w d d like to omp pare the difkremx &ween their fm-tand second narratives

3,

mafutnreshdy.
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Anesis of Intra-episode NPs
The use of intra-grisode NPs was induced for: 1) repair, &er non-narrative comments;
23 ambiguity resolution, and 3) the avoidance of complex sentences. Repair is defined as
"correction by the speaker of that which is being self-corrected" (SchegIoff* Jefferson, &
Sacks, 1977). Seven Ws used by the JSL leaners and three NPs used by the native speakers
fall into this category. Consider the following example:
(5)

JSL learner D:Episode five
un dim, kono ahim wa, sukeethg shita shiteimasu.
'Yes, a goose, this goose, is doing skating."

Xn (51, JSL Ieafner D said ahim 'goose' twice. The pwpose of this is to define 'this goose'
rather thanany other goose by adding kono 'this', which is a function of repair.
Nan-narrative comments refer to the personal comments of the mimator. It shows
c o m t i o n , an opinion, and so on. Four intra-episode NPs used by the JSL learners and
two intra-episode NPs used by the native speakers appeared after non-narrative comments.
Consider the following example:
(6) Naive speaker F: Episode one
kore wa kaem sarr desu ne. henu san wa soshite beddo ni suwarikomimashita.
'Thisis a frog, isn't this? And the frog sat on the bed.'

In (6) native speaker F used an intm-episode W hem 'frog' after making a non-narrative
comment, which was a canfirmation of a picture. Ambiguity resolutian is when a narrator
finds that something which was said might create ambiguity and resolves the problem by
defining the subject, using a full NP (Todin, 1987). Five ofthe intra-episode NPs used by
JSL learners and one of the intra-episode W s used by the native speakers were the result of
ambiguity resolution. In the following example, note that the subject of the fist clause is
hem 'frog'.
(7)

Native speaker E:Episode eight
kondo wa 0 chigau tokoro de, moo, yuki no ue anritete butor san ni atte bu& san
ga nanika h a san ni itte masu nanka.
'This time, (the h g ) is waking on the snow and cane across with a pig, and the
pig seems to be saying something to the f?og.'

In (7), native speaker E used htu 'pig' twice; she used this in both the first clause and the
second clause. Here, barta 'pig' is the new subjject. There are now two subjects in the second
clause, and the m a t o r had to state buta 'pig' in order to show that the subject that she was
tgjklng about was indeed Barfa and not Baem "og.'
Otherwise, the subject of the secand
clause might be understood as being the same subject which was expressed as a zero anaphox
in the first clause, that being kaeru 'frog.'
The JSL learners also used ktm-episode NPs in order to avoid complex sentences.
That is, they broke up a complex sentence into two simple sentences, and they used a full
in each of these simple sentences. Seven intra-episode NPs used by the JSL learners were a
result of this.
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(8)

J5L learner C:Episode ten
to juubaa, me wa sono kaeru wa etto usagi a miteru. Sono usagi ga hashittau n

desu.
'And in the tenth (picture), the frog is, well, looking at the rabbit. The rabbit is
d n g m
'

In (8), JSL leaner C added another narration for episode tea aRer giving one narration S O
hem wa eito wagi o m i f m 'the fiog bpwell, looking at the rabbit.' En contrast, a native
speaker produced the following example:
(9)

Native speaker E: Episode ten
.. . ano genki na usagi kwz anoo hashittau tekoro o kaeru ga mitemamu.
'... we& the frog is seeing the cheerful rabbit running.'

Here, we see that native speaker E b9s merged two simple sentences: "A rabbit is cheerfully
~ g ' and
' "A firog B looking at the rabbit." Clearly only JSL learners showed this pattern
in (8) because they were not proficient enough in Japanese to produce modifier clauses.
Hence their strategy was to break up a sentence into two simple sentences and use full NIPS
each time in order to convey the meaning clearly, I found that only the two native speakers
in this study used zero amphora at the same episode boundaries (see Table 2). In episodes
two and faur especially, one character appeared in the sequence. Consider the following
example:
(10) Native speaker P:Episode two
E kore wa asa kana, ano kumotzette, ano 0 mado akete, toti ga irukara...
'Well, this may be [the scene ofl the morning. Well, it is cloudy, and well, [the

frog] opened the door, and there is a bird ...

In (10)native speaker F used a zero anaphora for kum 'fiog2,which is a first-mentioned
referent in episode two. In other words, in spite of the episode boundary, F used a zero
anaphora instead of a full NP to refer to the first-mentioned referent. None of the JSL
learners produced such an inter-episode zero anaphor except for subject D, who did so in a
manaer similar to that of the native sp&ers between episodes two and three. This would
indicate that the JSL learners were more constrained by an i n d u a l boundary (picture
boundary). In other words, their performance was due to the cognitive limitation that the JSL
learners faced: they could not examine the broader story structure bemuse of the difEculty of
dealing with the task right in front of them, using a secand language. On the other hand, the
native speakers were able to look at natural discourse boundaries; they easily grasped the
flow ofthe story as well as the natural story boundaries.
Conclusion

I have found that JSL leaners and native Japanese speakers chose refaentid
expressions similarly when considered in terms of the distmcelrecency model and the
episode bornby model. Both groups seemed to base their referential choice-a full NP or
zero anaphora-on the foUowing three factors: the distmce between the two identical
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referents; the episode at which a n m referent is introduced; and the hearer's memory
limitatiam. I a h found some differences between the narratives of the JSL learnen and
those af the native speakers. First, sts painted out in previous studies (FW,1989; Polio,
1995; Tomlin,lWO), JSL learners used NPs more often than native speakers. Tomlin (1990)
speculated that the exclusive use of no&
NPs by L2 learners was part of a general
communEcative strategy ta ensure coherent and complete understding. In a similar way
F&
(1989) found that L2 learners of French inmeashgly used structurally marked
elements such as NPs and avoid4 unmarked dements such as zero amphora as the period
after completing a French class got longer. He speculated that it might be: related to a
communicative strategy to avoid ambiguity in a sentence. Polio (199S), who supports
Fakhri's view, argues that the reason they used N P s where the usage of pronouns was
required was that it better allowed them and their interlocutors to keep track of referents in a
c l w manner.
A close investigation of the types of misses which were made by JSL learners and the
native speakers M e r suggests that the reason JSL learners used N f s more often than the
native speakers is related to the laums' pmssing/cognitive constraints. There was one
condition for the production of the intra-episode NP which was only observed in JSL
learners: JSL learners produced the intra-episode NPs after giving nun-narrative comments.
Xn coonly the native speakers produced inter-episode zeso anaphora in episode
boundaries if the same character reoccurred. These fidings bigblight the Werenees
between their language processing abilities. The JSL learners could not produce complex
sentences such s those which include subordinate stsuctures becaslse of their limited
language processing abilities in an L2, For the v a y same reason, they could not recognize
natural episode boundaries which were hidden among pictures in the same way as the native
Japanese subjects did.
I wiIl conclude by staling some points that should be refined in future studies:
Depending on the length of the time for the observation, the subjects had a chance to add
another wmtion to the picture. It seems that by controlling time,dierent results might be
produced. Second, more subjects for each group are needed to generalize the results. Third,
future studies might consider including other levels of JSL learners to discover how these
leannets devefop their referential management ability in Japanese discourse, Finally, there is
a possibility that the distancel~cencymodel and the episode boundary model represent a
universal tendency of referential management strategies (Givbn, 1983). Further studies will
combate whether this tendency of referential management is common to both native
speakers and L2 learners.
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1.
2.

3.

They narratedthe h&wn lndian folktale, The Lonesome Op-, in English.
kccoding to the c W imtructor, the four male students ooutd be roughly divided into two groups in terms
o f t h e i r ~ t ~ d e n c y l e v thatis,
& , AandBweremore@cienttbmCandD.
The~etbatIsh~thesubjectsthep~sonebyonemthe~two~~nsisashlim:I
~ c t e d t s a t t h e s n b j e c r S w ~ d b a v e ~ c u t t ' t i m e ~ ~ t h e s t c r y f o r tIh eI~ ~t, mo
askthemtodoittwice. I w o u l d l i k e t o ~ ~ m p a r e t h e B i f f ~ c e s b e t w e e n ~ ~ a n d ~ e c ~ n d ~
inafutwestudy,
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